
presenting a ‘non invasive pattern’ (Fig 1). The recognition

of this pattern primarily relies on the identification of

strongly stained BCL6+ and CD20+ LP tumour cells, sur-

rounded by rosetting PD1+ T cells. CD23 and CD21 immu-

nostaining detects meshworks of follicular dendritic cell

which entrap the LP cells and the surrounding T cell rosettes.

LP tumour cells are localized within an environment remi-

niscent of a secondary follicle or, more frequently, within

neoplastic nodules reminiscent of a primary follicle without

residual germinal centres (Fig 1). These findings were based

on the study of more than 100 NLPHL cases diagnosed dur-

ing a 20-year period (1986–2005).

Here we would like to raise two more questions about the

impact of histopathological patterns on biology and clinical

course; (i) what is the pattern related to early NLPHL? and

(ii) what is the clinical relatedness of the different histopath-

ological patterns? To answer the first question we would like

to report pertinent results from our recent experience on a

single-centre series with 42 patients (Carbone et al, 2013).

According to the results of the study, the ‘non invasive pat-

tern’ was consistently seen in association with the ‘initially

invasive pattern’ (pattern A described by Fan et al, 2003) in

those patients presenting with early clinical stage NLPHL.

The ‘non invasive pattern’ was associated with the ‘frankly

invasive pattern’ in a minority of patients, irrespective of

clinical stage. Therefore, a ‘non invasive pattern’ associated

with an ‘initially invasive pattern’ could represent the bio-

pathological basis of early NLPHL. Regarding the second

question, the clinical impact of the different histopathological

patterns is uncertain (Fan et al, 2003). The answer to this

question is difficult to achieve because more than one pat-

tern is frequently present at the same time.
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Very high frequencies of leukaemia-initiating cells in precursor
T-acute lymphoblastic leukaemia may be obscured by
cryopreservation

There is ongoing interest in the use of xenotransplantation

to identify and characterise human acute leukaemia cells that

have leukaemia stem cell (LSC) potential (also termed

leukaemia-initiating or leukaemia-propagating cells), because

therapeutic eradication of LSCs is probably necessary and

even sufficient for cure. Experimental approaches that

accurately identify the frequency and immunophenotype of

LSCs are essential for appropriate conclusions to be drawn

regarding disease biology and for the design of therapies that

target the self-renewing compartment. In precursor T-acute
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lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL), the frequency of LSCs

(defined as cells that initiate leukaemic engraftment in a

xenograft recipient) is reported to range from one in 105–107

following intravenous injection into non-obese diabetic

severe combined immunodeficient (NOD/SCID; NS) mice

(Cox et al, 2007; Chiu et al, 2010), or one in 103–105 where

the more immunodeficient NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ

(NSG) strain is used (Armstrong et al, 2009; Chiu et al,

2010). In precursor B-ALL, NS xenograft-initiating cell fre-

quencies of one in 105–107 have been reported (Cobaleda

et al, 2000), with higher frequencies observed following int-

rafemoral transplant into NSG mice (one in 40–103; le

Viseur et al, 2008; Rehe et al, 2013) or where cells from che-

morefractory patients are used (one in 10–102; Morisot et al,

2010). The cellular organization of ALL has variably been

argued to be hierarchical (Cobaleda et al, 2000; Cox et al,

2007; Hong et al, 2008) or non-hierarchical (le Viseur et al,

2008; Diamanti et al, 2012; Rehe et al, 2013), the latter being

based on the identification of LSCs in all of the variable

immunophenotypic sub-populations of the disease.

Here we report that cryopreservation of primary human

precursor T-ALL cells using standard techniques markedly

reduced their capacity to read out as LSCs in xenoengraft-

ment assays. We performed limit dilution analysis of fresh

versus cryopreserved precursor T-ALL cells from the blood of

a young adult male at first presentation. Cells were obtained

from Manchester Cancer Research Centre’s Tissue Biobank,

instituted with the approval of the South Manchester

Research Ethics Committee. Their use was authorised by the

Biobank’s scientific sub-committee and with the patient’s

informed consent. Murine experiments were approved by the

Paterson Institute’s Animal Ethics Committee and
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Fig 1. Xenoengraftment of primary human precursor T-acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) cells. (A) Flow cytometry plot shows immunophe-

notype of blood mononuclear cells following density gradient separation. (B) Flow cytometry plots from a mouse 16 weeks following transplanta-

tion with 10 fresh blood mononuclear cells show percentage human bone marrow (BM) chimerism and the immunophenotype of the engrafted

human cells. (C, D) Representative images show fluorescence in situ hybridisation analysis of human cells recovered from a mouse xenoengrafted

with 104 fresh T-ALL cells. (C) Two Vysis directly labelled chromosome 7 probes were used: green for a CEP7 centromeric probe and red for

D7S522 at 7q31. The presence of an extra copy of both the green and red probes is consistent with trisomy 7, and was unequivocally observed in

84% of cells examined. (D) Inverted DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) image using two Vysis directly labelled chromosome 13 probes: red

and pale blue probes hybridize at 13q14 and 13q34 respectively. The presence of single copies of the chromosome 13 probes and two copies of

the chromosome 12 centromeric probe (CEP12, green signal, used here as a control for ploidy) indicates deletion or loss of chromosome 13. This

pattern was unequivocally observed in 95% of cells examined.
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performed under a United Kingdom Home Office project

licence. Blast cells were TdT+ and exhibited a complex karyo-

type [46,Y,t(X;9)(q13;p13),+7,del(13)(q12),21,+1~2mar] and

a CD34�2+3+5�7�4�8+99+ immunophenotype (Fig 1A).

Blood blasts were recovered by density gradient separation

(Lymphoprep, Axis-Shield, Oslo, Norway) and then divided,

with some cells transplanted immediately and some cryopre-

served in 4�5% human albumin solution (Zenalb, BPL, Els-

tree, UK) containing 10% dimethyl sulfoxide at 107 cells/ml

using a controlled-rate freezing device. More than 95% of

cells were T-ALL blasts (Fig 1A). Cryopreserved cells were

stored for 6 weeks in liquid nitrogen prior to thawing. Sam-

ples were thawed rapidly in a 37°C water bath and washed

by the dropwise addition of RPMI medium containing 10%

fetal bovine serum (R10), followed by centrifugation at

200 g, resuspension and a further period of culture at 37°C
in R10 for 4 h to ensure cells with plasma membrane dam-

age from freeze-thawing were not presumed to be viable and

transplanted. The inclusion of this step was based on prior

optimisation experiments, which demonstrated superior

engraftment of cells cultured for 4 h versus those trans-

planted immediately (data not shown). For both fresh and

cryopreserved cells, triplicate viable cell counts were

performed using a haemocytometer and trypan blue dye

exclusion. Transplants were by tail vein injection into 8- to

10-week-old irradiated (200 cGy) female NSG mice, trans-

planting 10–106 viable cells in 10-fold dilutions into cohorts

of one to three mice. Mice were observed for 16 weeks prior

to euthanasia and analysis of bone marrow (BM). Mice were

considered to exhibit human engraftment if ≥0�01% of nucle-

ated BM cells exhibited a discrete human CD45+/CD2+ pop-

ulation (Fig 1B). Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (Fig 1C,

D) was used to verify that all xenoengrafted cells were part

of the original leukaemic clone and not contaminating nor-

mal T-cells. This was further confirmed by the observation

that the immunophenotype of the engrafted cells was the

same as that of the original leukaemic clone (Fig 1A, B). LSC

frequencies were calculated using Extreme Limiting Dilution

Analysis (ELDA) software (Hu & Smyth, 2009).

Remarkably, transplantation of 10 fresh T-ALL cells

resulted in robust xenoengraftment in each of three recipi-

ents (Fig 1B–D and Table I) while there was no xenoengraft-

ment at dose levels lower than 103 cells for cryopreserved,

thawed cells. Using ELDA software, the predicted LSC fre-

quencies were 1:1 (95% confidence interval (CI) 1:1–1:21�7)
for fresh cells but only 1:584 (95% CI 1:82–1:4170) for

cryopreserved cells (P < 0�0001, Chi square test). In keeping

with this, the percentage human chimerism in mouse BM at

the 104 cell dose was significantly higher in mice receiving

fresh cells than those receiving cryopreserved, thawed cells

(P = 0�04, unpaired t-test; Table I). To confirm the capacity

of xenoengrafted cells to undergo serial transplantation, BM

cells from a primary recipient of 104 fresh cells were trans-

planted into three sub-lethally irradiated adult female

secondary recipients, with each mouse receiving 105 human

cells. Secondary recipients died of human T-ALL 70, 70 and

106 d post-transplant with levels of human T-ALL cell

chimerism in BM in each case of >95%.

Our observations highlight that cryopreservation of pri-

mary human leukaemia cells may significantly adversely

impact their functional potential, presumably by damaging

critical cellular components without causing rupture of the

plasma membrane (and thus ingress of trypan blue dye).

Here, cryopreservation obscured the true frequency of LSCs,

which is the highest reported to date for precursor T-ALL,

and among the highest cancer-initiating cell frequencies

reported for any primary malignancy. Our observations for

fresh cell transplants are consistent with the proposal that all

blasts, or at least a very high proportion, may have leukae-

mia-initiating potential in some cases of human ALL (Rehe

et al, 2013). Furthermore, given that the patient achieved

complete morphological and molecular remission with first

line chemotherapy and remains in remission 12 months

from diagnosis, they also suggest, at least in this case, that

existing chemotherapy regimens in ALL successfully target

the great majority of cells with leukaemia-initiating poten-

tial.
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Table I. Xenotransplantation of fresh or cryopreserved blood

mononuclear cells.

Trypan

blue dye

excluding

cells

injected

Fresh cells Cryopreserved cells

Number

of mice

showing

engraftment

Human

bone

marrow

chimerism

(%)

Number

of mice

showing

engraftment

Human

bone

marrow

chimerism

(%)

105 1/1 96 2/2 95, 95

104 3/3 97, 97, 66 3/3 55, 37, 6

103 1/1 70 1/1 0�7
102 1/1 8 0/2 –

10 3/3 13, 11, 10 0/3 –
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Patient perceptions of second transplants in myeloma: impact
on recruitment in the British Society of Blood and Marrow
Transplantation/UK Myeloma Forum Myeloma X Relapse
(Intensive) Trial

The recruitment of patients with multiple myeloma (MM) in

relapse to clinical studies, particularly of novel anti-myeloma

agents, is generally straightforward, provided patients meet

pre-specified clinical standards for fitness and evaluation of

their disease. In contrast, patient attitudes to undergoing a

second autologous stem cell transplant (ASCT) have had a

considerable influence on recruitment to the British Society

of Blood and Marrow Transplantation/UK Myeloma Forum

(BSBMT/UKMF) Myeloma X Relapse (Intensive) Trial,

which is now closed after showing superiority of the trans-

plant over the non-transplant regimen (Cook et al, 2013).

The BSBMT/UKMF Myeloma X Relapse (Intensive) Trial

was designed as a study of bortezomib-naive patients follow-

ing relapse from induction therapy and first ASCT. Criteria

for trial entry included duration of response of at least

18 months (reduced to 12 months in September 2011) and

relapse requiring therapy (Cook et al, 2013). Age and fitness

criteria were specified and the trial was limited to patients

Table I. Tick box summary of reasons for screened patients not

entering the trial.

Reason Number

Patient does not wish to participate 129 (25)

Patient too ill to consent 8 (2)

Patient clinically ineligible 197 (43)

Other reason 87 (3)

Not stated 7 (4)

Total 428

Numbers in parenthesis indicate patients with no additional infor-

mation in free text.
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